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ABSTRACT
◥

Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase (GGDPS), the source of
the isoprenoid donor in protein geranylgeranylation reactions,
has become an attractive target for anticancer therapy due to the
reliance of cancers on geranylgeranylated proteins. Current
GGDPS inhibitor development focuses on optimizing the
drug-target enzyme interactions of nitrogen-containing bispho-
sphonate-based drugs. To advance GGDPS inhibitor develop-
ment, understanding the enzyme structure, active site, and
ligand/product interactions is essential. Here we provide a com-

prehensive structure-focused review of GGDPS. We reviewed
available yeast and human GGDPS structures and then used
AlphaFold modeling to complete unsolved structural aspects of
these models. We delineate the elements of higher-order struc-
ture formation, product-substrate binding, the electrostatic sur-
face, and small-molecule inhibitor binding. With the rise of
structure-based drug design, the information provided here will
serve as a valuable tool for rationally optimizing inhibitor
selectivity and effectiveness.

Introduction
Protein geranylgeranylation is a posttranslational modification

critical for the proper localization and function of certain classes of
membrane-associated proteins. Geranylgeranylation involves the
attachment of one or two 20-carbon isoprenoid groups (geranylger-
anyl chains) to cysteine residues near the C-terminus of a CaaX or
CaaX-likemotif (C is cysteine, a is an aliphatic amino acid, andX is any
other amino acid; ref. 1). Adding the hydrophobic geranylgeranyl
chains allows proteins to be targeted and anchored in cell or organelle
membranes. Themost commonly geranylgeranylated proteins include
those belonging to families within the Ras superfamily of small
GTPases, which play essential roles in cancer progression (2–4). These
geranylgeranylated proteins are involved in numerous downstream
processes, including cell division, differentiation, metabolism, cellular
trafficking, and chemokine signaling (5–7). Recent studies also have
identified FBXL2 (ubiquitin ligase subunit) and Ykt6 (V-SNARE
homolog) to be geranylgeranylated (8, 9).

Geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase (GGDPS), an enzyme that is a
part of the mammalian isoprenoid biosynthetic pathway, catalyzes the
synthesis of geranylgeranyl diphosphate groups (GGDP). Synthesis
occurs through a condensation reaction involving two isoprenoid
substrates, farnesyl diphosphate (FDP, 15 carbons long) and isopen-
tenyl pyrophosphate (IPP, 5 carbons long). GGDP is the isoprenoid
donor for protein geranylgeranylation reactions and the precursor for
vitamin K2 and ubiquinone synthesis. Depending on the target

protein, one of three different geranylgeranyl transferase (GGTase)
enzymes will catalyze the transfer reaction (10). Proteins in the Rho
family of GTPases (i.e., RhoA) are geranylgeranylated by GGTase-I.
GGTase-II (also known as RabGGTase) geranylgeranylates proteins in
the Rab family (11, 12). The newly discovered GGTase-III modifies
non-GTPase substrates such as FBXL2 and Ykt6 (13). The identity of
amino acids encompassing the C-terminal cysteine residue dictates
substrate specificity (14).

There is interest in GGDPS as a therapeutic target in cancer,
given the roles of geranylgeranylated proteins in regulating cancer
cell proliferation/survival, migration/invasion, and intracellular trans-
port (15–18). Ongoing research continues to uncover new links
between geranylgeranylated proteins and disease progression. While
not covered in this review, dysregulation of GGDPS expression
and/or activity also has important links to the pathophysiology of
Alzheimer disease, type 2 diabetes, liver disease and pulmonary
disease. The putative mechanisms underlying these links were recently
reviewed by Muehlebach and Holstein (15). Thus, the development of
GGDPS inhibitors represents a burgeoning field in drug discovery
and development.

Structure-guided drug design has become increasingly popular as it
is more efficient and economical (19). As the current landscape of
structural techniques evolves, the reliability of structure-based drug
design continues to improve (20). For GGDPS, a significant challenge
is the lack of structures published in the protein data bank (PDB) and
no single resource to compare structural findings. Deposited crystal
structures vary both in species and bound ligands. This review aims to
provide a comprehensive overview of the human (hGGDPS) and yeast
(yGGDPS) structures to serve as a “one-stop-shop” for information
relating to GGDPS structure. This will include an analysis of the
interfaces responsible for oligomerization, a rigorous evaluation of the
substrate/product-binding site, an examination of the electrostatic
protein surface, and an overview of inhibitor-bound structures.

Cancer Relevance
Multiple studies have demonstrated that GGDPS inhibition results

in anti-proliferative effects in cancer cells due to protein geranylger-
anylation disruption (21–26). Effects on autophagic flux, migration,
and invasion have also been reported (21, 27–29). As GGDPS inhi-
bition results in global disruption of protein geranylgeranylation, there
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has been interest in determining whether the observed effects on
malignant cells are secondary to a particular subset of geranylger-
anylated proteins. As recently reviewed, the relative importance of
disrupting GGTase-I versus GGTase-II substrate geranylgeranylation
varies amongst malignancies (15). While initially there was a greater
focus on the impact of GGTase-I inhibition, primarily as a means to
target oncogenic K-Ras as well as Rho and Rac family members (30),
more recent work has indicated that disruption of Rab geranylger-
anylation is a key mechanism underlying the efficacy of GGDPS
inhibitors in several malignancies characterized by abnormal protein
production.

Work done in multiple myeloma revealed that GGDPS inhibition
results in the induction of the unfolded protein response pathway
(UPR) via disruption of monoclonal protein trafficking. As myeloma
cells are highly secretory, they are sensitive to therapies that disrupt
protein homeostasis (31). GGDPS inhibition results in the accu-
mulation of monoclonal protein within the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), leading to ER stress, activation of the UPR, and, ultimately,
apoptosis (32–34). Through the use of specific GGTase-I and
GGTase-II inhibitors, it was found that disruption of Rab gera-
nylgeranylation was the major mechanism of GGDPS inhibi-
tors (32). Similarly, in work done in pancreatic ductal adenocar-
cinoma (PDAC), GGPDS inhibition disrupted mucin trafficking
and caused induction of the UPR and apoptosis, all via the
disruption of Rab geranylgeranylation (35). That these effects do
not require complete cessation of protein trafficking are consistent
with the higher dependency of malignant cells on geranylgerany-
lated proteins and intact protein homeostasis pathways compared
with normal cells, thus providing a therapeutic window. Interest-
ingly, while neither osteosarcoma nor Ewing sarcoma are highly
secretory malignancies, recent work demonstrated that the effects of
GGDPS inhibition in inducing the UPR and apoptosis were sec-
ondary to disruption of Rab geranylgeranylation (29). In vivo,
GGDPS inhibitors were effective in mouse models of prostate
cancer, multiple myeloma, PDAC, and Ewing sarcoma (29, 34–40).

Several studies have shown a correlation between increased GGDPS
expression and cancer progression. One study observed overexpres-
sion of GGDPS in lung adenocarcinoma (41). This upregulation was
associated with increased tumor size, lymph nodemetastasis, and poor
prognosis. GGDPS knockdown caused diminished invasion and
migration of lung adenocarcinoma cells. Another study discovered
increased GGDPS gene and protein expression in hepatocellular
carcinoma tissues and patients with cirrhosis (42). Increased GGDPS
expression was associated with several pathologic characteristics such
as tumor stage, vessel invasion, and early recurrence.

Thus, while GGDPS is not yet a clinically validated target, sub-
stantial data demonstrate this enzyme’s relevance in malignancy and
support the further development of GGDPS inhibitors. As described
below, the existing structure–activity relationships (SAR) reported to
date have highlighted the complexity of the inhibitor–enzyme–sub-
strates–product interactions. Further understanding of the structural
biology aspects of GGDPS and these interactions will provide insight
into the observed SARs and guide the design of next-generation
inhibitors. In the following sections, we will explore what is known
about GGDPS structure and function.

Structural Overview
Higher-order organization of GGDPS subunits

Scientists have debated the quaternary structure of GGDPS, even up
to today. GGDPS was first partially purified in 1992 by Sagami and

coworkers from pig liver (43). They observed a molecular mass of
300 kDa with a monomer mass of 120 kDa. Two years later, the same
group purified GGDPS from bovine brain (44). This time, they
observed GGDPS as a homo-oligomer (150–195 kDa) with an appar-
ent monomer molecular weight of 37.5 kDa, suggesting either a
tetrameric or pentameric form. They concluded that GGDPS “occurs
in a complex form composed of several different or complex subunits”.
Early structures of yGGDPS revealed the protein to be dimeric (PBD:
2DH4; ref. 45). This finding was shared in archaeal (PDB: 1WY0)
and bacterial species (PDB: 1WMW). The high sequence similarity
between hGGDPS and yGGDPS suggested that hGGDPS could also
exist as a dimer (46). In 2006, Kavanaugh and coworkers solved the
first hGGDPS crystal structure, revealing the human enzyme to be a
hexamer (47). A “3-bladed propeller arrangement” was seen where
each monomer associates with one other identical monomer to form
a dimer. In addition, each monomer interacts with two more chains
to form a trimer-like structure. A dimer of these trimers forms the
hexameric structure.

Lower-level species seem to exhibit the dimeric form of GGDPS.
Bacterial, parasite, and even plant GGDPS all share this dimeric
organization (48–50). Some plant and bacterial species even have
tetrameric forms of GGDPS (51), contributing to the pool of GGDPS
oligomerization states. A recently published structure from a bacterial
species showed the hexameric form, similar to hGGDPS (PDB: 6KD7;
ref. 52). Miyagi and coworkers have reported an active 280-kDa
octamer form of hGGDPS (53), which could convert into dimeric or
hexameric states when reduced (54). With this knowledge, the debate
persists regarding the active form of hGGDPS. As the dimeric and
hexameric states have supporting structural data in hGGDPS, we will
describe the key residues and interfaces involved.

Dimeric interface
The dimeric organization of GGDPS is seen across multiple species.

In humans, a similar dimeric interface occurs with the overall
quaternary structure referred to as a “trimer of dimers” (40). In the
hGGDPS crystal structure, dimers formbetween chainsA andB (green
and cyan), C and D (yellow and magenta), as well as E and F (salmon
and gray). The dimeric interface can be seen between chains A and
B in Supplementary Fig. S1A. These chains will be referred to by
the colors shown in the figures as described above from now on. The
PyMOL InterfaceResidue script was used to illustrate the residues
involved at the dimeric hGGDPS interface (55). As the dimeric inter-
face is extensive, rather than focusing on the contributions of each
individual residue, we focused on the contributions of each helix. The
interface is composed of amino acid residues involved in electrostatic,
Van der Waals, and hydrogen bonding interactions. Most of the
contacts at the dimer interface are between helix a4 and helix a5.
The interactions between helix a4 and helix a5 alone contribute an
area of 4699.92 Å2. Given the entire interface spans an area of 8597.46
Å2, the helix a4 and a5 contact comprise over 50% of the dimer
interface. Helix a1 also contributes to the dimer interface as it forms
interactions with helices a5 anda6 of the opposing chain. In addition,
helix a3 forms interactions with helix a4. A list of the specific residues
involved in the dimeric interface is given (Supplementary Table S1).

Trimeric interface
In hGGDPS, the dimers trimerize to form a hexamer. The trimeric

interface (called the “inter-dimer” interface by Kavanaugh and col-
leagues), which is responsible for forming the trimer of dimers, spans a
total of 2631.10 Å2 (Supplementary Fig. S1B). On one side of the
hexamer, the trimeric interfaces form between the green, salmon, and
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yellow chains. On the opposite end, it forms between the cyan,
magenta, and gray chains. When focusing on a single GGDPS mono-
mer (green) and its associated trimeric partners (salmon and yellow),
two regions are observed. Region 1 (maroon) includes residues from
helices a1 and a4. Region 1 of the green chain interacts with region 2
(sky blue) of the adjacent salmon chain. Region 2 includes residues
from helices a9 and a10. Likewise, the green chain will contain a
region 2, which interfaces with region 1 of the adjacent yellow chain,
and the yellow chain will contain a region 2, which interfaces with
region 1 of the adjacent salmon chain. This effectively creates a stable
network between the three chains where each chain is seen to interact
with both sets of partners through the same set of residues. The same
contacts and interfaces are observed between the cyan, magenta, and
gray chains on the opposite side. The residues involved at this interface
are listed in Supplementary Table S1 categorized by their region.

The hexameric organization of hGGDPS can be disrupted by
making a single Y246D point mutation (40). When Lacbay and
coworkers made this mutation, they observed the hexameric hGGDPS
crystallized as a dimer. It was stated to be more readily crystallizable
but still retained the same overall structure and catalytic activity.
Tyr246 is in the center of region 2 and stabilizes pi-bond interactions
with Phe76 and Tyr18 of the neighboring chain. In addition, Tyr246
acts as a hydrogen bonddonor toGln21 (distance of 3.5Å). TheY246D
mutation abrogates the hydrophobic pi-stacking seen between Phe76
and Tyr18. With the Y246D mutation, the formation of the hexamer
would bury a negative charge in the trimeric interface without charge
compensation, energetically a highly unfavorable situation.

Given the importance of quaternary structure in stabilizing
hGGDPS, it is reasonable to assume that disrupting the dimeric or
trimeric interfaces could hinder GGDPS activity. With the knowledge
available for both interfaces, designing peptides or small molecules
targeting oligomerization could be an effective strategy. Evidence
exists for multiple possible oligomerization states, but whether the
quaternary structure is related to overall function is unknown. Miyagi
and coworkers found that hGGDPS could be converted to a dimer or
hexamer fromanoctamerwith a reducing agent, suggesting potentially
different roles for each form in different environments, but further
studies are warranted (54).

Yeast and human sequence and structure alignment
Understanding how the isoprene substrates and product bind the

active site is critical in predicting GGDPS inhibitor binding. Unfor-
tunately, hGGDPS structures in the PDB are limited and of moderate
resolution (2.2 Å–3.5 Å). In addition, there are no substrate-bound
hGGDPS structures and only one product-bound structure. Even in
the highest resolved structure of hGGDPS (PDB: 6R4V), residues from
the N-terminus (Met1 – Gln5), a loop (Lys196 – Asn201), and C-
terminus (Glu297 – Glu300) are missing (56). These regions are
consistently unresolved across published structures suggesting high
disorder or flexibility. To portray a more complete analysis of the
protein surface, AlphaFold (57) was used to model these regions
(Supplementary Fig. S2A). From this section forward, hGGDPSAF or
AF 2Q80 will refer to the AlphaFold-corrected human protein. While
the hGGDPSAF model is used for the rest of the paper, it provides the
most value in the electrostatic surface section. In the case of discerning
the binding sites and oligomeric interfaces, these residues are well
characterized with supporting crystal structure data.

While there are no published substrate-bound hGGDPS structures,
a yeast structure with both substrates in the binding site does exist
(PDB: 2E8T; ref. 46). We wondered if the substrate-bound yGGDPS
structure gave an accurate representation of the substrate-binding site

in hGGDPS, so we performed an alignment of the hGGDPS (UniProt:
O95749) and yGGDPS (UniProt: Q12051) sequences using Jal-
View (58). Overall, the amino acid properties are well conserved
between yeast and human GGDPS (Supplementary Fig. S2B), with
39.2% being identical in amino acid and position (Supplementary
Fig. S2C). Most of the protein is composed of a-helices, and regions
that are conserved in amino acid identity were also identical in
secondary structure (see the overlaid panels in Figs. 1 and 2). These
regions correspond to residues involved in substrate/product binding.
Given the structural and sequence similarity between the two enzymes,
the binding pockets appear to be conserved between species. The
structure of theGGDPS binding sites, alongwith the interacting amino
acids of the two major substrates and product, will be further elab-
orated below.

Substrate Binding
IPP (site 1)

IPP is the first of two substrates for GGDP formation. IPP is the
smallest GGDPS substrate, containing only a 5-carbon chain. IPP is the
“building block” for the rest of the isoprenoids. The IPP binding pocket
was characterized in yGGDPS by Guo and coworkers (46). As pre-
viously stated, there are no solved structures of IPP-bound hGGDPS,
so a model for human IPP binding was calculated by superimposing
hGGDPSAF with FDP-IPP-bound yGGDPS (PDB: 2E8T). The corre-
sponding human GGDPS residues involved in IPP binding are shown
both superimposed and individually in Fig. 1A. See Supplementary
Table S2 for a list of yeast and human IPP binding residues. Guo and
coworkers showed that IPP could occupy two distinct sites depending
on substrate availability, naming them the homoallylic and allylic
sites. The homoallylic site is the primary IPP binding site and is simi-
lar to the IPP binding site in the highly related farnesyl diphosphate
synthase (FDPS) enzyme (59). Residues implicated in IPP binding are
almost completely conserved between species, with the only difference
being a tyrosine residue in yeast (Tyr205) versus a phenylalanine in
human (Phe184). Even then, the aromaticity of the binding pocket is
conserved between the two species. This aromatic ring may be
responsible for stabilizing the IPP isoprene tail, as the short chain of
IPP requires fewer interactions to stabilize binding. Positively charged
arginine and histidine residues stabilize the negatively charged phos-
phate heads of IPP (yGGDPS: Arg39, His68, and Arg85; hGGDPS:
Arg28, His57, and Arg74). Of note, Arg28 points away from the
diphosphate moiety in the human structure, while the complimentary
Arg39 in yeast faces toward it. This difference is likely because the
hGGDPSAF structure contains nothing bound at this site. At the
homoallylic site, IPP diphosphate does not interact with Mg2þ.
Instead, longer chained substrates (such as FDP) simultaneously
occupying the active site will have their phosphate heads occupying
regions near Mg2þ. When IPP is the only substrate present, IPP can
occupy both the homoallylic and allylic sites due to its short isoprene
side chain. Classically, the allylic site is where the FDP substrate binds.
When IPP is bound to both homoallylic and allylic sites, IPP can
chelate to Mg2þ.

FDP (site 2)
FDP is the second canonical GGDPS substrate. FDP contains a

15-carbon tail and a diphosphate group. Guo and coworkers
revealed the FDP binding site in yeast GGDPS (46). They noticed
that the longer FDP group occupied a different site than IPP. As
before, we built a model for FDP binding to hGGDPSAF by
overlaying human and yeast enzymes (Fig. 1B). A list of residues
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involved in yeast and human FDP binding is in Supplementary
Table S2.

The diphosphate head of FDP interacts with Mg2þ and posi-
tively charged arginine and lysine residues. Within this binding
pocket, a set of negatively charged aspartate and glutamate residues
function to ligate the Mg2þ at the binding site. Given the highly
negative charge of the lipophilic FDP substrate, it is reasonable that
both Mg2þ and the positive residues play roles in stabilizing the
diphosphate group. The GGDPS enzyme also contains several
aspartate motifs conserved between all species that are found at
this binding site (47). Asp75 and Asp79 (in humans, Asp64 and
Asp68) are part of a highly conserved DDIED motif. Asp209 in
yeast and Asp188 in humans are part of a highly conserved
DDYXN motif. These motifs are likely essential in substrate
binding as they play roles in chelating the imperative Mg2þ ions
at the active site. Implicated FDP binding residues are completely
conserved between human and yeast GGDPS in amino acid

identity, position, and secondary structure. The isoprene chain of
FDP lies within a hydrophobic channel composed of leucine and
isoleucine residues. Historically, competitive inhibitors which
inhabit the substrate-binding pockets have remained a common
mechanism of inhibition (60, 61).

Reaction Mechanism and Product
Binding
Reaction mechanism

Geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGDP) is the 20-carbon product of
GGDPS. The reaction mechanism proceeds through an ionization-
condensation-elimination reaction similar to FDPS (62, 63). When
enzyme-bound, FDPundergoes cleavage at the C-1-Obond. The result
is a carbocation intermediate stabilized by the negatively charged
diphosphate and the highly conserved KT motif at the active site
(yGGDPS: Lys169 and Thr170; hGGDPS: Lys151 and Thr152).

Figure 1.

The substrate binding sites (IPP and FDP). Residues found within 4 Å of the GGDPS substrates in yeast (cyan) and human (green) are represented as sticks. The
human AF 2Q80 and IPP-FDP bound yGGDPS structures were used (PDB: 2E8T). A, The IPP binding site (site 1). hGGDPSAF overlaid on top of the IPP-FDP
bound yGGDPS shows amino acid residues within 4 Å of the IPP substrate are highly conserved. Individual residues for yGGDPS IPP binding and the
corresponding hGGDPSAF IPP binding sites are shown in the following columns. B, The FDP binding site (site 2). hGGDPSAF overlaid on top of the IPP-FDP
bound yGGDPS shows amino acid residues within 4 Å of the FDP substrate are highly conserved. Individual residues for yGGDPS FDP binding and the
corresponding hGGDPSAF FDP binding sites are shown in the following columns. Mg2þ ions are represented as magenta spheres with positions taken from the
hGGDPSAF structure.
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Figure 2.

The product-binding sites (GGDP and GGDPi). The GGDP binding site (site 3). Residues found within 4 Å of the GGDPS product in its classical and
inhibitory site in yeast (cyan) and human (green) are represented as sticks. The human AF 2Q80 and GGDP bound yGGDPS structures were used (PDB:
2E8V and 2Z4V). A, The classical GGDP binding site (site 3). hGGDPSAF overlaid on top of the classically GGDP bound yGGDPS shows amino acid
residues within 4 Å of the GGDP product are highly conserved. Individual residues for yGGDPS classical GGDP binding and the corresponding hGGDPSAF

GGDP binding sites are shown in the following columns. B, The GGDP inhibitory (GGDPi) binding site (site 4). hGGDPSAF bound at the inhibitory GGDP
site overlaid on top of the inhibitory GGDP bound yGGDPS. 18/24 (75%) of the residues found to be within 4 Å of the GGDPi product in either yGGDPS or
hGGDPS were completely conserved suggesting high conservation of product-binding residues. Individual residues for GGDPi yGGDPS and GGDPi
hGGDPS binding are shown in the following columns. Mg2þ ions are represented as purple spheres in the yGGDPS structure and as magenta spheres in
the hGGDPSAF structure.
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Condensation occurs between the first carbocation intermediate with
IPP, resulting in a second positively charged carbocation intermediate.
Finally, a stereospecific elimination of a proton results in the final
GGDP product (47).

Product binding
Published structures have elucidated two product-binding sites

(Supplementary Table S3). One is the “classical” site (Fig. 2A), and
the other is the “inhibitory” site (Fig. 2B). We will first discuss the
classical product site. Similar to the substrate binding sites, only a yeast
structure with the product bound at the classical site exists. In this
mode, GGDP overlaps with the FDP and IPP binding sites (Fig. 3A).
The product diphosphate group occupies the same space as the IPP
diphosphate group. The GGDP isoprene chain interacts with sim-
ilar leucine and isoleucine as FDP isoprene binding. Found near the
FDP binding site are three residues: Leu67, Tyr107, and His139,
which serve as a “cap” to prevent chain elongation (46). This is why
the GGDP isoprene side chain bends slightly into the IPP isoprene
binding site. The highly conserved KT motif thought to stabilize the
carbocation intermediates during catalysis is also observed near the
product-binding pocket (yGGDPS: Lys169 and Thr170; hGGDPS:
Lys151 and Thr152).

Unlike the other binding sites, a structure with the GGDP product
bound at the inhibitory site (GGDPi) has been solved for both yeast
and human (Fig. 2B) (PDB: 2Z4V and 2Q80, respectively). The
general position of the GGDP product is the same in both structures,
and many of the interacting amino acids are the same. The slight

differences in amino acids within 4Å of theGGDPi site could be due to
the differences in resolved structure resolution (1.86 Å in the yGGDPS
structure and 2.70 Å in the hGGDPS structure). Between both
structures, a total of 24 amino acids are implicated in GGDPi binding,
with 75% of the amino acids being completely conserved in identity
(Supplementary Table S3). At the GGDP inhibitory site, the GGDP
diphosphate head occupies the same site as the FDP diphosphate head,
but its isoprene chain occupies a distinct �25 Å long hydrophobic
channel composed of leucine, isoleucine, and valine residues.

Structurally, it appears that GGDP binding can mimic substrate
binding as many of the interacting residues overlap between the two.
GGDP can also occupy a distinct “inhibitor” site, which appears to be
involved with negative feedback. In fact, GGDP can competitively
inhibit both FDP synthesis and its own synthesis (44, 64), supporting
regulatory roles based on which binding site GGDP occupies.

Electrostatics of Substrate Binding
The electrostatic surface of GGDPS plays a significant role in the

binding of substrates and stabilization of the product (Supplementary
Fig. S3).Mg2þ ions coordinate with the substrates in the active site. The
exact number of Mg2þ ions at the active site remains debated, with
crystal structures containing 0 to 3 Mg2þ ions. These differences are
likely due to differences in the crystallization conditions (e.g., pH) and
resolution of the crystallographic data. While most structures contain
two Mg2þ ions at the active site (46, 47), Lisnyanksy and coworkers
found three Mg2þ ions in their 2.2 Å ibandronate-bound hGGDPS

Figure 3.

Overlay of published ligand-bound
GGDPS structures in the hGGDPSAF

active site.A,Overlayof the substrates
(IPP and FDP) and product (both
GGDP and GGDPi sites). B, Overlay of
the yGGDPS structure compounds
from Chen / Zhang and colleagues in
the hGGDPS active site. PDB codes
and color are as follows: 2E91 (cyan),
2E92 (brown), 2E93 (sea foam green),
2E94 (light blue), 2E95 (forest green),
2ZEU (dark gray). Bisphosphonate
compounds are labeled on the basis
of their numbers used in the text.
Zoledronic acid (ZOL) and minodro-
nate (MIN) are also abbreviated in the
figure. C, Overlay of the compounds
coming from Guo and colleagues. PDB
codes and colors: 2Z4W (salmon),
2Z4Y (teal), 2Z4Z (purple), 2Z50
(brick red), 2Z52 (gold), 2Z7I (tan),
2Z78 (magenta). Structures were
solved with the yGGDPS enzyme
and overlaid onto the hGGDPSAF
active site. Bisphosphonate com-
pounds are labeled on the basis of the
number and abbreviations used in the
text (DGBP).D,Overlay of compounds
from solved drug-bound hGGDPS
structures. FV0109 is the thienopyri-
midine-based bisphosphonate inves-
tigated by Lacbay and coworkers
(PDB: 6C57, pink). Structures of zole-
dronate (ZOL) and ibandronate (IBN)
were solved by Lisnyansky and collea-
gues. PDB codes are: 6G31 (cyan),
6R4V (dark blue).
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structure (PDB: 6R4V; ref. 56). In addition to the already established
Mg2þ binding sites (those coordinated with human residues Asp64
and Asp68), they found an additional Mg2þ binding site coordinated
with Asp188 to be vital for drug binding. For this review, we calculated
the electrostatic surface ofGGDPSwith twoMg2þ ions at the active site
(thosewhich ligate toAsp64 andAsp68 in human; Asp75 andAsp79 in
yeast) as most solved structures only assign these two Mg2þ ions.
Without Mg2þ coordination, the electrostatic surface of the protein
is rather neutral (Supplementary Fig. S3A). When Mg2þ is bound
at the active site, it creates a more positively charged protein surface
(Supplementary Fig. S3B). Aside from stabilization of the negatively
charged phosphate heads of the lipophilic ligands, this positive
surface could also draw in these lipophilic substrates. Whether
Mg2þ binds the active site prior to substrate-binding is unknown,
with conflicting results from apo GGDPS structures. A 1.98 Å apo
structure of yGGDPS (PDB: 2DH4; ref. 45) shows Mg2þ at the
active site, while a 2.80 Å apo structure of the dimeric hGGDPS
mutant (PDB: 6C56) and a 3.28 Å apo structure of hGGDPSD188Y

(PDB: 6G32) both show no Mg2þ at the active site (40, 65). This,
again, could be a result of resolution differences, but further
confirmation is warranted.

Inhibitor Binding
The majority of reported GGDPS inhibitors contain a bispho-

sphonate group, similar to the clinically used FDPS inhibitors (e.g.,
zoledronic acid). Thus, drug development targeting GGDPS began
with the knowledge that bisphosphonate served as an important
pharmacophore. Even though there is a limited amount of solved
eukaryotic GGDPS structures, many deposited structures are
bisphosphonate-bound. While most of these structures are of
yGGDPS, drug-bound hGGDPS structures have also been pub-
lished. A summary of the PDB codes and compound names of the
drug-bound yGGDPS and hGGDPS structures are displayed in
Supplementary Table S4. The structures of the discussed com-
pounds, along with their IC50 or EC50 values, are shown in
Supplementary Table S5. These drug-bound structures will be
summarized in this section along with their SAR according to the
group which published them.

In 2007 Guo and coworkers solved five inhibitor-bound yGGDPS
structures (46). They reasoned that addingmore hydrophobic features
to zoledronic acid could improve binding to GGDPS. This would not
only increase hydrophobic stabilization but also enhance lipophilicity
in cells. Their product and substrate-bound yGGDPS structures
showed clear possible binding modes for bisphosphonates. The
bisphosphonate moieties bind at either the IPP or FDP diphosphate
sites. The hydrophobic side chains can bind in the FDP site, the IPP site
(for small isoprene chains), or the inhibitory GGDP site (Fig. 3A).

The yGGDPS structures containing the FDPS inhibitors zoledronic
acid and minodronate (PDB: 2E91 and 2E92) showed the bispho-
sphonate backbones interacting with Arg84, Lys169, Asp209, and
Lys223 via hydrogen bonds. These structures illustrated the impor-
tance of the Mg2þ as the bisphosphonates formed GGDPS complexes
containing twoMg2þ coordinated to the conserved aspartate residues.
In addition, the imidazole group in zoledronic acid could hydrogen
bond to the sidechain oxygen of Thr170 and the main chain carbonyl
oxygen of Lys169. These residues are implicated in catalysis, suggesting
an important role for nitrogen-containing rings in inhibitors. Results
from these solved structures of GGDPS bound by FDPS inhibitors
revealed initial structure–activity relationships. Although, it is worth
noting these inhibitors only weakly inhibitedGGDPS. Therefore, there

was still much information needed to decipher the pharmacological
blueprint for selective GGDPS inhibition.

Guo and coworkers then examined the binding of threemore potent
GGDPS inhibitors: BPH-364, BPH-629, and BPH-675. In BPH-364
and BPH-675, they observed binding at the FDP-GGDPi site. The
bisphosphate groups bind at the FDP diphosphate site and chelate to
Mg2þ. The isoprene side chains occupied the channel found in the
GGDPi site as both drugs contained large hydrophobic moieties.
However, in the case of BPH-629, they observed two binding sites.
In the first mode, BPH-629 binds similarly to zoledronic acid, mino-
dronate, and FDP. Similar hydrogen bonding interactions with the
bisphosphonate backbones were seen, as well as an additional hydro-
gen bond between the dibenzofuran oxygen to Ser71. In the second
mode, they found the bisphosphonate moiety to bind the IPP
diphosphate site, but the aromatic moiety extended into the GGDPi
site. Clearly, longer bisphosphonates exhibited higher potency as
GGDPS inhibitors as they experienced enhanced van der Waals and
hydrophobic interactions by binding at the GGDPi site. This was
also observed by Zhang and coworkers when they investigated the
activity of pyridium bisphosphonates on their ability to inhibit both
GGDPS and FDPS (PDB: 2ZEU; ref. 66). They noted that longer
analogs would sterically clash with residues found at the distal end
of the GGDPi binding pocket (Leu42 and Thr177) and would likely
show diminished activity. Also, increased potency could be attrib-
uted to Mg2þ chelation in cases where the bisphosphonate group
was bound to the FDP site. The overlaid structure of these inhibitors
bound to GGDPS is shown in Fig. 3B.

A year later, the same group investigated the activity of 60
bisphosphonates using both crystallography and computational
methods (67). Including the known GGDPS inhibitor, digeranyl
bisphosphonate (DGBP), a total of seven drug-bound yGGDPS
structures were solved (PDB: 2Z4W, 2Z4Y, 2Z4Z, 2Z50, 2Z52, 2Z71,
2Z78). These compounds had varying alkyl chain lengths and
substituents to guide SAR investigations. They found the most
potent inhibitors to contain long alkyl chains with smaller sub-
stituents. When comparing alkyl chain lengths alone, they discov-
ered that BPH-252, which contained six carbons, had better activity
than BPH-23 (nine carbons) and BPH-28 (four carbons). Two
phosphonate groups were necessary for activity as they saw no
activity with a phosphonosulfonate analog. BPH-742 appeared
to have the best activity, containing a 10-carbon chain and cationic
center. However, their computational studies showed the cationic
center was not essential for activity (68, 69). In addition, they also
showed that “V-shaped” dialkenyl bisphosphonates and biphenyl-
containing inhibitors could simultaneously bind both the FDP and
GGDPi isoprene sites. Continued efforts include optimizing these
V-shaped compounds for more selective GGDPS inhibition (70–72).
Structures containing these inhibitors at the GGDPS active site are
overlaid and shown in Fig. 3C.

Zhou and coworkers identified a series of geranyl and neryl triazole
bisphosphonates as the first of a new family of potent GGDPS
inhibitors. These contained a single triazole bisphosphonate group
with a 10-carbon alkyl chain. The neryl isomer was almost 40-fold
more potent than the geranyl isomer (73, 74). Subsequently, Wills and
colleagues generated homoneryl and homogeranyl triazole bispho-
sphonates containing an 11-carbon alkyl side chain (75). When tested
separately, the homoneryl isomer was more potent than the homo-
geranyl isomer (IC50: 74.9 nmol/L vs. 173.3 nmol/L). When tested as a
mixture of isomers, it was discovered that the two isomers interacted
synergistically to inhibit the target enzyme. The discovered 3:1mixture
of homogeranyl:homoneryl olefin isomers is currently themost potent
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GGDPS inhibitor yet (IC50: 45 nmol/L; refs. 75, 76). Docking studies
offered a potential explanation for the synergism as it showed the
homoneryl isomer preferentially bound the FDP isoprene site, while
the homogeranyl isomer preferentially bound the GGDPi site. The
homoneryl isomer interacted with the FDP site at Arg39, Arg84, and
Arg85 through hydrogen bonds. The homogeranyl isomer was bound
at the GGDPi site, with Lys233, Tyr205, Gln142, Thr170, and Lys169
being important hydrogen bonding partners to the triazole group.
For both isomers, hydrophobic interactions were seen between the
isoprene side chain and the hydrophobic channels/pockets of
GGDPS. Greater GGDPS inhibition was seen in the homogeranyl/-
neryl compounds compared with bishomogeranyl/neryl com-
pounds (12-carbon alkyl side chains) (77). Thus, these studies show
that both alkyl side chain length and stereochemistry play roles in
GGDPS inhibition.

Additional studies worked to improve cellular delivery/uptake by
examining the effects of w and a substitutions. The w-hydroxyl
substitutions on the geranyl/neryl triazole bisphosphonates showed
retained but diminishedGGDPS inhibitory activity compared with the
non-substituted parent compounds. However, the w-hydroxyl group
enabled conjugation to hyaluronic acid (HA) for improved cellular
uptake. Indeed, an HA-GGDPS inhibitor conjugate demonstrated
enhanced cellular activity compared with the free drug (78). When
looking at the effects of a-modifications on activity, Matthiesen and
coworkers observed that a-methylation of the geranyl/neryl triazole
bisphosphonates had a 5-fold increase in cellular potency compared
with the unsubstituted parent. However, a-methylation of the homo-
geranyl/homoneryl triazole bisphosphonates abrogated the synergism
seen with the unmodified compounds (34, 79). Despite the a-methyl
homogeranyl/homoneryl triazole bisphosphonates having equivalent
activity in enzymatic and cellular assays, preclinical studies revealed
differences between the two isomers concerning pharmacokinetic,
biodistribution, and toxicity. Further understanding of the impact of
the olefin stereochemistry on in vivo activity is needed.

Further studies investigated the effects of other substitutions at the
a-position. Interestingly, an a-hydroxyl addition could recapitulate
similar potency as thea-methylated derivative. This contrasts with the
w-hydroxyl substitution, which showed decreased cellular activity
compared with the parent. The study also identified an a-amino-
methylene derivative that showed acceptable cellular activity. Both the
a-hydroxyl and a-aminomethylene derivatives are of particular inter-
est as they are potentially linkable (80).

In 2018, Lacbay and colleagues reported the activity of novel
thienopyrimidine-based bisphosphonates in multiple myeloma
cell lines (40). Starting with a thienopyrimidine containing bispho-
sphonate parent, they found that the carbon position of the added
substituents affected hGGDPS selectivity over FDPS. SAR optimiza-
tion showed that higher hGGDPS selectivity could be attained by
extending the side chain, which was achieved by adding a benzamide
group to a phenyl-substituted compound. Their lead compound
was generated by adding fluorine to the benzamide ring (FV0109,
IC50: 0.042mmol/L), and the structure of FV0109-bound hGGDPSwas
ultimately solved (PDB: 6C57). The solved structure used the dimeric
hGGDPSY246D mutant. Through the structure, they observed the
bisphosphonate group of their lead compound binds between the
conserved aspartate-rich motifs (DDXXD) to compete with the FDP
diphosphate. The fluorophenyl tail occupied the FDP isoprene site,
and the thienopyrimidine core extended into the IPP binding site.
Arg73, Gln185, and Lys212 contributed to the stabilization of the
charged bisphosphonate. While their structure did not contain any
Mg2þ, their differential scanning fluorimetry experiments indicated

Mg2þwas necessary for binding. Solved eukaryotic GGDPS structures
are relatively limited, but the structures described here provide valu-
able insight into inhibitor binding and SAR. Inhibitor-bound hGGDPS
structures, including a zolderonate-bound D188Y mutant (65), are
overlaid and shown in Fig. 3D.

A current limitation of GGDPS inhibitor progress is that studies
to date are biased to closely mimic the substrate or product.
Fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD) is one way to overcome
this (81–83). FBDD is a high throughput drug screening method
which uses structural techniques to screen small fragments rather
than entire compounds. Once the fragments are identified, they
are rationally linked on the basis of the SARs to form a new lead
compound. GGDPS is a complex multi-unit enzyme, therefore
structure-based methods of identifying new inhibitors seem sensi-
ble. As structural techniques continue to evolve, so does the reli-
ability of models and their role in drug screening and optimization.
The recent explosion of AlphaFold and structure predicting software
have laid the foundation for drug discovery with proteins which
have no structural data (84, 85). Furthermore, computational-based
techniques such as molecular docking and molecular dynamics
continue to improve in both efficiency and accuracy (19, 86). These
virtual approaches could serve as robust methods to identify new
leads and ways to improve current inhibitors which have remained
a key bottleneck in drug discovery (87). The relationship between
structure and function continues to be revealed through scientific
discovery. By applying these relationships to drug discovery meth-
ods, we can truly streamline the process of finding new therapeutics.

Conclusion
The structural knowledge of GGDPS continues to grow, and

strategies to design effective GGDPS inhibitors also grow. More
literature continues to implicate the role of GGDPS in cancer pro-
gression and metastasis. As more direct relationships are elucidated,
inhibitor development must be streamlined. Structurally, GGDPS
homo-oligomerizes, and the appearance of multiple active forms with
different oligomerization states remains puzzling. However, solved
hGGDPS structures show two important oligomerization interfaces,
the dimer and trimer interfaces. A substantial roadblock is the lack of
wild type hGGDPS structures. Notably, no substrate-bound or apo
wild type hGGDPS structures exist. Thus, a comprehensive model for
molecular simulations and docking studies cannot be made. Further-
more, an accurate look at the hGGDPS substrate binding site remains
elusive. Even then, the high sequence identity of hGGDPS and
yGGDPS paired with the wealth of yGGDPS structures allowed us
to examine the likely substrate/product-binding site of hGGDPS. Two
distinct substrate binding sites are seen within GGDPS; one accom-
modates the smaller IPP substrate while the other binds the larger FDP
substrate. The GGDP product occupies two potential sites, one which
overlaps with the substrate site and the other which occupies a long
hydrophobic channel (the GGDPi site). The coordination of GGDPS
with Mg2þ not only facilitates the stabilization of the lipophilic
substrates but may also play a role in drawing them in. The plethora
of inhibitor-bound GGDPS structures allowed us to take a compre-
hensive look at how different bisphosphonates bind the active site.
Through this, we can see that certain binding motifs exist. Bispho-
sphonates typically occupy the IPP or FDP diphosphate site, and
compound side chains occupy either the FDP or GGDPi isoprene site.
We also discussed established structure–activity relationships between
synthesized bisphosphonates and the enzyme. These relationships
suggest the bisphosphonates group is essential for activity and that
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alkyl side chain length, stereochemistry, and position of substituent
addition all affect potency.

Considerable efforts from a multitude of researchers have contrib-
uted much to the GGDPS structural landscape. However, many
questions remain unanswered. As structural techniques become more
accurate and sophisticated, more insight into the structural properties
of GGDPS will be uncovered.
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